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MILLERS OILS

 NO SMOKE OIL IS AN OIL LIKE NO OTHER

DYNAMO REBUILDING & 
ELECTRONIC DYNAMO 

REGULATORS

Visit Millers Oils and S&M 
Triumph on stand 1-146 to 

see the most comprehensive
range of classic oils and 

fuel treatments.

Classic Dynamo & Regulator 
Conversions carry out rebuilding, 

overhaul, modification and 
repairs to all makes of dynamo 
along with electronic regulator 

conversions in your vehicles 
original control box. They are 
also the leading manufacturer 

of direct replacement LED
products for vintage and classic 
cars and motorcycles. Designer
and manufacturer of the famous 

Flashicator self-flashing trafficator 
(semaphore) bulb and the Double 

Dipper range of LED dipping 
headlamp bulbs in 

BA15d, BPF, APF and BA20d 
fittings as well as H4 dipping bulbs

See them today to find out 
more..

If you have an engine that produces smoke and 
will fail its MOT because of high emissions then 

this is the oil to use. NoSmokeOil is the only 
solution available for Petrol and Diesel engines. 

NoSmokeOil is not an Additive but a permanent 
solution. The Oil comes in three weights 5W 30, 
10W 40 and 20W 50 which is the most common 
weight used in Classic Cars. The Oil will keep 

the engine components clean and deposit free, 
as well as protecting against wear, and 

corrosion. The 20/50 is ideal for older engines 
that suffer from high oil consumption and high 

emissions. It is also not subject to the same 
degree 

of thinning at high temperatures as with 
conventional engine oils which makes it 

ideal for worn engines that have reduced oil 
pressure. The advanced ACEWERX unique 

formula also protects against and ensures that 

no gums, lacquers or carbon deposits build up 
inside the engine. To get the best results you 

will need to follow instructions very carefully and 
in addition to NoSmokeOil you will need a Flush 

Oil and two Oil Filters. 

CONTACT
01522 703422
info@dynamoregulatorconversions.com

www.dynamoregulatorconversions.com
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 info@nosmokeoil.com

www.nosmokeoil.com
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